
Overview
The client is committed to providing the best possible
local customer service and support to their customers.
They offer all three broadband, TV, and home phone
services in one contract. They strive to continue to lead
the way.
Their recent £35M investment will see their network
upgraded to Full Fibre broadband – that’s fibre all the
way into your home not just to the street cabinet. This
network will
reach over 60,000 of the 70,000 homes by the end of
2020. They will deliver speeds of 900Mb putting their
service at the forefront of the digital economy.

Case Study

Use Case:
Lead generation

Services:
Complete management of  
Google & Facebook Ads
account
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Telecom
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Challenge
The previous digital marketing manager departed the business and they
had a hard time replacing someone with the required digital marketing
calibre.
They had some huge rivals also, the biggest telecommunications
companies in the UK were fiercely advertising. The CPC’s weren’t cheap,
the competition had money to burn which pushed the CPC sky high.
They eventually found a new Marketing Manager. Although he has a
strong marketing background, he lacked the digital wisdom to manage &
optimise difficult platforms such as Facebook Ads & Google Ads.
A majority of their leads came via online marketing. As it stood, sales
were low, leads had practically dried up, they needed help, fast.

The Solution
This client had partners to please since they have been granted a £35M
investment – Investors want results, they don’t like hiccups or bad news.
It was time to turn these PPC campaigns into lead generation pumping
machines.
While their Marketing Manager took care of offline marketing, we started
to delve deep into competitor research & prior campaign data.
After various optimisation techniques were implemented, within just a
couple of months we had achieved impressive results.



The Results
The average order value is £30.00 p/m with a 24 month contract. This
means that each sale is worth £720. It’s important to note that they
wanted to monitor each section of their funnel with conversions, so not
all conversions equate to an ROI (hence the very high CVR).
However, deep data analysis has allowed us to perfect this funnel and
they now almost have a push button lead generation system.
Sales are back on track and they are very happy.

About MyGrowthHack

Over the years we have tried and tested everything under the sun when it
comes to sales and (digital) marketing and we have found that there is a
handful of core solutions that really push the needle when it comes to
growing your business.
We’re not your average Growth Agency. Our international team of specialists
are a mix of sales, software & internet experts and digital marketing wizards. 
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Google Ads – £2k-3k budget p/m
Average CVR: 65.37%
Average CPA: £1.72
Average CTR: 31.38%

Facebook Ads – £2k budget p/m
Average CVR: 12.41%
Average CPA: £19.89
Average CTR: 0.53%


